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Greener Pastures:  

The Global Soft Commodity  

Opportunity for Australia  

and New Zealand 
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• Australia and New Zealand stand to capture an additional A$0.7-1.7 trillion and 
NZ$0.5-1.3 trillion respectively in agricultural exports between now and 2050. 

• However, both countries face significant headwinds and it doesn’t follow that 
seizing the prize will happen of its own accord.  

• Maximising growth will require overcoming capital constraints, skill shortages, 
land-use conflicts and inefficient water markets, unfocused R&D and extension 
services, rising supply chain costs and market access limitations. 

• Australia and New Zealand agriculture will need to find innovative ways to attract 
domestic and foreign investment between now and 2050: 

– A$600 billion and NZ$210 billion will be needed to enable production 
growth 

– A further A$400 billion and NZ$130 billion will be needed to support farm 
turnover 

• Leadership and commitment from all stakeholders will be critical in unlocking the 
full potential of Australian and New Zealand agriculture. 

 
Key themes 
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Source: FAO 

* Land and water data for 2009.  Renewable water supply includes freshwater only from surface and underground sources, which include 
rainfall 
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…with particular shortages in key growth markets 



$147 billion debt incurring $7 billion interest 



BRICS Nations Plan New Bank to 

Bypass World Bank, IMF 

Tuesday, 26 Mar 2013 01:12 PM 

  
 

 

 

The biggest emerging markets are uniting to tackle under-development and currency volatility 

with plans to set up institutions that encroach on the roles of the World Bank and International 

Monetary Fund.  

The leaders of the so-called BRICS nations — Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa — are 

set to approve the establishment of a new development bank during an annual summit that starts 

Tuesday in the eastern South African city of Durban, officials from all five nations say. They will 

also discuss pooling foreign-currency reserves to ward off balance of payments or currency 

crises. 

 

“The deepest rationale for the BRICS is almost certainly the creation of new Bretton Woods-type 

institutions that are inclined toward the developing world,” Martyn Davies, chief executive 

officer of Johannesburg-based Frontier Advisory, which provides research on emerging markets, 

said in a phone interview. “There’s a shift in power from the traditional to the emerging world. 

There is a lot of geo-political concern about this shift in the western world.” 

 

The BRICS nations, which have combined foreign-currency reserves of $4.4 trillion and account 

for 43 percent of the world’s population, are seeking greater sway in global finance to match 

their rising economic power. They have called for an overhaul of management of the World Bank 

and IMF, which were created in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, in 1944, and oppose the practice 

of their respective presidents being drawn from the U.S. and Europe. 
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Late 1970’s China set up 6 Special Economic Zones 



17 July 2012 

By 1990’s they had 

established, 15 free trade 

zones, 32 state-level 

economic and technological 

development zones, and 53 

new and high-tech industrial 

development zones in large 

and medium-sized cities. As 

these open areas adopt 

different preferential 

policies, they play the dual 

roles of "windows" in 

developing the foreign-

oriented economy, generating 

foreign exchanges through 

exporting products and 

importing advanced 

technologies and of 

"radiators" in accelerating 

inland economic 

development. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-tech
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-tech
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-tech


Problems with the Free Economic Zones  

 
•Lack of consideration for the environment (rivers have disappeared) 

•Displacement of farmers 

•Loss of agricultural land 

•Disproportionate wages (City earns three times the rural worker)  

•Located in coastal regions therefore rural areas don’t benefit 

•In India they were allowed to sell domestically which was in direct competition 

with existing businesses, causing conflict  

 

 





Corsi noted that the U.S. government has created 257 foreign trade zones, or FTZs, throughout the 

United States, designed to extend special U.S. customs treatment to U.S. plants engaged in 

international-trade-related activities. 

The FTZs tend to be located near airports, with easy access into the continental NAFTA and WTO 

multi-modal transportation systems being created to move free-trade goods cheaply, quickly and 

efficiently throughout the continent of North America. 

“There is nothing in the U.S. government’s description of FTZs that would prevent a foreign 

government, like China, from operating a shell U.S. company that is in reality owned and financed by 

the Chinese government and operated through a Chinese government-owned corporation,” Corsi 

wrote. 
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The first modern special economic zone 

was created in Puerto Rico in 1942. Since 

then, 135 countries, many of them 

emerging markets, have developed over 

3,000 zones. Their development has 

helped to improve global trade relations 

and has created over 70 million jobs and 

hundreds of billions of dollars in trade 

revenue. 

Special Economic Zones 



Benefits of Free Economic Zones in Agricultural Regions 

Our Vision/Discussion 

 
•Capital Investment (A$600 billion required in Australian Agriculture) 

•Economic growth (specifically targeted at agriculture) 

•Opening direct trade linkages between countries (reducing supply chain costs) 

•Decentralisation (not coastal)  

•Creating industry clusters of suppliers and institutions to support this industry/growth 

•International Air Freight Terminal in the wheat belt to deliver direct to inland cities 

•Live animal export via air transport (reduced stock going through Ports) 

•Feed lots of all animals for export (poultry, cattle, pigs, sheep, goats, eggs) 

•Clusters of suppliers for (grain, hay, straw, poultry, cattle, pigs, sheep, goats)   

•Clusters of institutions (DAFWA, TAFE and universities, health, study and research) 

•Possibilities – IBC’s of milk, wine, legumes  

•Increased population in the wheat belt (become politically relevant, increase students 

in schools, increased use of existing facilities)                                      

•Increased trade, increased access, increased demand for our products,  
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Strengths Of The Rural Areas 
 

• An abundance of spatially populated land (no displacement of people) 

• Environmentally clean and green 

• Feedlots would be close to the grain supply (value add the grain here as 

an alternative to being exported) 

• Farmers have more options for their produce and reduced supply chain 

costs 

• Reduced chance of epidemics due to isolation (bird flu) 

• Opportunity for power generation (wind, solar, methane) 

• Water (large catchments) 

• Opportunities for processing meat for export 

• International Cargo Airport (in the wheatbelt)  

1. Disrupts less people 

2. Opportunity for live export 

3. Opportunities of export of frozen/chilled produce 

4. Decentralisation 

5. Opportunities for other businesses due to direct access to an airport 

6. Development of service industries (catering, accommodation)  

 

 



Economic Freezones 


